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Abstract. Accessing information over the Internet has become an essential requirement in modern economy, and unknown parties can come
together on the Net and interact for the purpose of acquiring or offering
services. The open and dynamic nature of such a scenario requires new
protocols allowing parties to communicate and enforce security specifications related to access control conditions to be fulfilled. In this paper
we discuss several issues to be investigated in the development of these
flexible interaction protocols.
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Introduction

Today’s Globally Internetworked Infrastructure connects remote parties through
the use of large scale networks, such as the World Wide Web. Execution of activities at various levels is based on the use of remote resources and services,
and on the interaction between different, remotely located, parties that may
know little about each other. In such a scenario, traditional assumptions for
establishing and enforcing access control regulations do not hold anymore. For
instance, a server may receive requests not just from the local community of
users, but also from remote, previously unknown users. The server may not be
able to authenticate these users or to specify authorizations for them (with
respect to their identity). The traditional separation between authentication
and access control cannot be applied in this context, and alternative access
control solutions should be devised. Early approaches departing from this assumption proposed associating authorizations with keys rather than with users’
identities. This family of trust management systems (e.g., PolicyMaker [BFL96],
Keynote [BFIK98], REFEREE [CFL97]) use credentials to describe specific delegation of trusts among keys and to bind public keys to authorizations. While
these approaches provide an interesting framework for reasoning about trust between unknown parties, assigning authorizations to keys may result limiting and
make authorization specifications difficult to manage.
An alternative promising approach is based on the use of digital certificates
(or credentials), representing statements certified by given entities (e.g., certification authorities), which can be used to establish properties of their holder

(such as identity, accreditation, or authorizations) [HFPS99]. Credential-based
access control makes the access decision of whether or not a party may execute an access depend on properties that the party may have, and can prove
by presenting one or more certificates (authorization certificates in [BFL96] being a specific kind of them). The development and effective use of credential based-access controls requires tackling several problems related to credential management and disclosure strategies, requiring the design of new protocols for parties to communicate what their requirements (information they
request or disclose) to their counterpart. Several researchers have addressed
the problem of establishing a Public Key Infrastructure (which is at the basis of credential-management); managing credentials and credential chains and
developing strategies for automated trust negotiation, that is for determining
the credentials to be required and released when interacting with other parties [SWW97, WCJS97a, WSJ00, YMW00, YS01, LWM01, ABFK98, BK02]
The successful use of credentials for enforcing access control, and the consequent application of all the different trust management strategies that can be
though of, requires a fundamental problem to be solved: parties must be able
to communicate to others 1) what credentials/properties they enjoy and 2) what
credentials/properties they require from the counterpart in order to grant them
access to specific requests. Since all these features are application-dependent and
policy-dependent (both on the client’s and on the server’s side), the traditional
protocols results too rigid and limited. It seems then useful to perform some
automatic inferences on the parties’ policies to achieve the necessary flexibility.
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Open issues towards flexible negotiation protocols

The satisfaction of the requirements stated above, requires complementing traditional protocols with high-level flexible interaction protocols, enabling credential
negotiation, credential understanding and explanation generation and handling,
introducing a form of negotiation between clients and servers. In particular, it
is important to devise how security specifications (access rules) should be stated
in a way suitable with the new scenario; how they should be translated for their
communication to the counterpart; and how the parties communicate and reach
consensus in the transaction execution. Moreover, just like traditional security
protocols, these new interaction protocols should give certain security guarantees
(e.g., termination, correctness, no improper information disclosure).
Among the issues to be investigated, there are the following.
– Ontologies. Due to the openness of the scenario and the richness and variety
of security requirements and credential-based properties that may need to
be considered, it is important to provide parties with a means to understand
each other with respect to the properties they enjoy (or request the counterpart to enjoy). Therefore, common languages, dictionaries, and ontologies
must be developed [CGM99].
– Client-side restrictions. The traditional distinction of client and server becomes loose as every party can behave as either a client or a server depending
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–
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–

on the context. Also, while it is true that for each specific interaction there
can be a clear distinction between the two roles, one assumption does not
hold anymore: it is not only the server that establishes regulations. In traditional access control systems, clients need only to supply their identity
(together with a proof for it), and servers need to support an access control system (i.e., include a system for stating and enforcing rules regulating
access to their resources). Emerging scenarios require this latter ability to
be supported by clients as well. Indeed, a client may—like a server—require
the counterpart to fulfill some requirements. For instance, a client may be
willing to release an AAA membership number only to servers supplying a
credential stating that the travel agent is approved by AAA.
Credential-based access control languages. Flexible and expressive languages
able to express and reason about credentials need to be developed. Simple
‘tuple-like’ authorizations are obviously not sufficient anymore and richer
languages are needed. Such languages may contain constructs to control
negotiation.
Access control evaluation and outcome. Users may be occasional and they
may not know under what conditions a service can be accessed. Therefore, in
order to make a service “usable”, access control mechanisms cannot simply
return “yes” or “no” answers. It may be necessary to explain why authorizations are denied, or - better - how to obtain the desired permissions.
Policy communication. Since access control does not return a definite access
decision, but it returns the information about which conditions need to be
satisfied for the access to be granted, the problem of communicating such
conditions to the counterpart arises. To fix the ideas, let us see the problem
from the point of view of the server (the client’s point of view is symmetrical). The naive way to formulate a credential request—that is, giving the
client a list with all the possible sets of credentials that would enable the
service—is not feasible, due to the large number of possible alternatives.
In particular, the precise nature of the credentials might not be known in
advance (as it happens with chains of credentials), and in the presence of
compound credential requests such as “one ID and one membership certificate from a federated association”, there may be a combinatorial explosion
of alternatives, as each individual request can potentially be fulfilled in many
possible ways.
Flow control. Negotiations should not disclose “too much” of the underlying
security policy, which might also be regarded as sensitive information. For
instance, suppose that a given service is to be made accessible only to users
who satisfy all the following conditions: 1) are registered at the server, 2)
are US residents, 3) are members of a partner association. Instead of communicating all such requirements to the client, and therefore unrestrictedly
disclosing the whole policy, the server could first ask the counterpart for
her login name (prerequisite); if she is not registered, there is no reason to
proceed further. The situation is particularly complicated since the information against which access control rules is evaluated can be communicated in

some cases and be considered sensitive in other cases. For instance, in the
example above, the list of partner associations can be considered sensitive
(and therefore used only for control at the server), or public (and therefore
communicated to the user beforehand).
– Negotiation strategy. Credentials grant parties different choices with respect
to what release (or ask) the counterpart and when to do it, thus allowing for
multiple trust negotiation strategies[YS01]. For instance, an eager strategy,
requires parties to turn over all their credentials if the release policy for them
is satisfied, without waiting for the credentials to be requested. By contrast,
a parsimonious strategy requires that parties only release credentials upon
explicit request by the server (avoiding unnecessary releases).
– Negotiation success. The negotiation procedure should succeed whenever the
policies of the two parties allow it. This aspect requires ensuring that the
policy enforced by a party leads to the same result as the one communicated to the counterpart obtained from the original by removing sensitive
information and conditions that could be evaluated only locally. Also, the
interaction protocol between the parties must be guaranteed to terminate.
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Conclusions and perspectives

Standard kinds of protocols will keep on playing a fundamental role in the key
handling infrastructure, but they will have to be complemented by higher-level,
flexible interaction protocols, enabling credential negotiation, credential understanding and explanation generation and handling. The technologies needed for
such an enhanced infrastructure involve aspects of knowledge representation and
reasoning, and should be made practical by adopting knowledge compilation
techniques and fast, lightweight inference mechanisms. In this paper we have
illustrated some issues to be investigated in this direction.
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